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ABSTRACT This study was conducted to demonstrate the potentiality of lead field
theoretical approach in analyzing bioimpedance (BI) measurements. Anatomically
accurate computer models and the lead field theory were used to develop BI mea-
surement configurations capable of detecting more localized BI changes in the
human body. The methods were applied to assess the measurement properties of con-
ventional impedance cardiography (ICG) and such BI measurement configurations
as can be derived using (i) the l2Jead electrocardiography (ECG) and (ii) the inter-
national 1(F-20 electroencephalography (EEG) electrode systems. Information as to
how various electrode confrgurations are sensitive to detecting conductivity changes

in different tissues and organs was thus obtained. Theoretical results with the l2Jead
system suggested that, compared to conventional ICGs, significantly more selective
ICG configurations can be derived for cardiovascular structures. In addition to theo-
retical investigations, clinical test measurem€nts were made with the l2-lead system
to establish whether characteristic waveforms are available. Sensitivity distributions
obtained with the 1(F-20 electrode system give promise of the possibility of monitor-
ing noninvasively cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) impedance changes related to impending
epileptic seizures.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of tissue BI is a well-known technique that can be applied for various

physiological investigations. Measuring BI variations on the thorax surface provides an

interesting possibility of obtaining valuable information regarding the status of the heart

and the vascular system. In ICG, the pumping actions of the heart and other mechanical

events in the cardiovascular system, and not the electrical functioning of the heart as in
ECG, give rise to the measured signal. Another attractive application of BI measurement is

an attempt to measure noninvasively the CSF impedance changes on the surface of the

scalp. It has been found that epileptic seizures, at least those induced with an intramuscu-

lar injection of penicillin in cats, elevate the invasively measured CSF impedance at 5-15
minutes prior to seizure activity.l

The origin of the ICG signal has been investigated in a number of studies using physio-

logical manipulations or computer modeling.2-8 The applied electrode configuration

oThis work was supported financially by the Academy of Finland, the Ragnar Granit Foundation,
the Medical Research Fund of Tampere University Hospital, and the Tampere City Science Founda-
tion.
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should offer high sensitivity to record changes in the organ or region of interest, giving
detectable and reliable BI data originating mostly in that region. According to a study by
Wang and Patterson, multiple sources contribute to the ICG signal.2 These authors con-
clude that ICG should not be used for determining cardiac output with any of the ICG
methods culrently employed. HoweveE in addition to cardiac output, there are many situa-
tions where clearly defined BI measurements of living tissue and especially cardiac tissue
could possibly be used. Since noninvasive BI techniques are indirect methods, particular
care must be taken in selecting the electrode configurations for the measurements.

Modeling and simulating ICG or other BI signal formation is a tedious and time-con-
suming task involving many uncertainties and assumptions. The main objective of this
study was to demonstrate the potentiality of the lead freld and reciprocity theoretical
approach in analyzing and developing BI measurements. Useful information can be
obtained from BI measurements provided that relationships between the waveforms and
changes occurring in the measured volume are understood. Sensitivity distributions afford
an approximation of these relationships. This paper explains how the measurement sensi-
tivity distribution of any impedance measurement configuration could be obtained with
the modern numerical computer modeling utilizing the lead field and reciprocity conceprs.
The methods were applied to investigate the sensitivity distributions of (a) conventional
ICGs recorded with band or spot electrodes, (b) regional measurements using the 12lead
ECG electrode locations, and (c) measurements using the international 10-20 EEG elec-
trode system for detecting CSF impedance changes related to epileptic activity. Informa-
tion as to how different BI measurements are able to detect conductivity changes occurring
in different tissues and organs in the human thorax and head was obtained, providing theo-
retical knowledge in terms of measurement sensitivity distributions.

METHODS

sensitivity Distributinn of BI Measurement: Lead Field and Reciprocity

Each cell, organ, and tissue makes its contribution to the formation of the BI signal.
With the lead field method, all these contributions to the signal can be taken into account
and simulated simultaneously. According to Geselowitz,e the measured impedance Z and
its change ÅZ resulting from the conductivity o and its change Ao within a volume con-
ductor can be evaluated by

"1(.^)z = l&t r, (1)

where S is the measurement sensitivity distribution associated with the electode conf,rgu-
ration. Sensitivity S is obtained by first determining the current field generated by a unit
current applied to the current injection electrodes. This cunent field in the volume conduc-
tor forms the lead field of the current injection electrodes. The second lead field associated
with voltage measurement is then obtained by calculating the current field produced by a
reciprocally injected unit current between the voltage measurement electrodes. By taking
the dot product of the two fields, a scalar field S is obtained, which describes how a con-
ductivity change in a certain location affects the measured potential at tle measurement
leads. The combined sensitivity field of the BI measurement is then
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S = 4p."Ilr Q)

where ./r1 is the lead field produced by current excitation electrodes and -/rr is the lead
f,reld produced by the reciprocal energization of voltage measurement leads.l0 Depending

on the angle of the two fields, there can be (according to the dot product) regions where

the sensitivity is zero, positive, or negative to measure conductivity changes. For example,
in a region of null sensitivity, slight changes in conductivity are not sensed, while increas-
ing conductivity in a region of negative sensitivity will result in increasing impedance. A
time-varying impedance signal is produced by anything altering the lead fields of current
and voltage leads, including complex simultaneous variations in tissue electrical, geomet-

rical, and physiological properties. These changes will also evidently alter the sensitivity
distribution; however, in analysis of the sensitivity distribution it can be approximated to
remain constant under slight variations in volume conductor properties. A substantial

advantage of the lead field theoretical approach is that approximations of quantitative con-
ductivity changes occurring in different regions are not needed to obtain the sensitivity
distribution. Moreover, the method allows rapid simulation of a large number of different
measurement configurations. By appropriately changing or selecting the location of the

electrodes forming Jr1 and Jrr, the resulting combined sensitivity field can be controlled
to a considerable extent. This opens up a novel possibility in the search for a BI configura-
tion suitable for detecting certain desired locations with appropriate, more precisely

directed measurement sensitivity. If the lead fields of a certain electrode configuration are

obtained by model simulation, various sensitivity fields can be derived simply by linear
combination of the original lead f,relds. The sensitivity field may then be used to assess the

relative contribution of each elementary volume source to the composition of the basal and
time-varying impedance signal. Finite-difference method (FDM) modeling provides a
solution at all hexahedral volumetric elements in the model, being thus useful in detailed
field analysis.

Simulation of BI Measurement Configurations Using Thorax and Head Models

Methods to construct and solve accurate volume conductor computer models based on
the FDM have been previously developed and validated.rl-l3 11" lead fields generated by
BI measurements can be obtained by applying the methods developed. For ICG analysis,

an anatomically highly detailed 3-D model of the thorax and neck was constructed based

on the United States National Library of Medicine's Visible Human Man digital anatomy

data.la Thirty-two distinct organs and tissue types were segmented from the data, resulting
in 3,176,872 volume elements. For computational reasons, the accuracy of the model was

reduced to 477,611 and 83,987 elements in the present study. A realistic, 3-D head model
of a male epilepsy patient was constructed based on an MR image set for simulating non-
invasive measurement of CSF impedance changes. The scalp, skull, CSF, white matter,

and gray matter were segmented and classified from the image set. The total number of
identified voxels was 1,670,000, which was downscaled by a factor of 4 with a uniform
rectangular grid to reduce solution time.

Electrode locations of the conventional ICG electrode configurations and the 12-lead

system were set on the surface of the thorax model. For the head model, the 10-20 EEG
electrode locations were obtained directly from the MR images since the electrode posi-
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tions were marked with oil-filled capsules prior to the MR imaging session. Frcune I
shows the appearance of the models and the placement of various electrodes on the surface
of the models.

Applying the FDM, simulations were conducted for the conventional ICGs to obtain
the basal impedance, the lead fields in the thorax generated by the current and the mea-
surement leads -/tr and {s, and the resulting measurement sensitivity distributions given
by equation 2- Reciprocal energization of all electrode pairs was carried out individually
by applying constant voltages at the electrode nodes in the model, which produced a cui-
rent injection through the nodes. The currents were then adjusted after the simulation to
obtain equal unit current strengths for the lead fields. The overall sensitivity of any tissue
type (or group of tissues considered as one target volume) contributing to the measured
signal was obtained by integrating the sensitivity value of the tissue over the FDM volume
elements that it occupied according to equation l. This sensitivity value was compared
with the total sensitivity of the electrode setup to obtain a quantitative measure of partial
contributions from each organ and tissue to the basal and time-varying impedance.

For more specifically regional impedance measurements, lead fields of the l}-lead
ECG and l0-20 EEG electrode systems were simulated similarly, one electrode at a time.
Since the system is assumed to be linear (at any given frequency), lead fields once calcu-
lated may be utilized in various combinations to obtain new BI measurement setups. By
selecting two to four lead fields of either electrode system at a time for the -"urur"*"ni,
several thousand sensitivity distributions were established according to equation 2. The
resulting measurement configurations utilize altogether two to four precalculated lead
fields' one or two for current injection and similarly one or two for voltage measurement.
A computer algorithm was implemented to automatically combine various BI configura-
tions and to assess the partial contributions to basal impedance and measurement sensitiv-
ity from each tissue and organ for further investigations. Several l2-lead-based BI

b
FIGURE L. Placement of electrodes on the surface of the FDM models: (a) the Visible Human Man
thorax model with the conventional ICGs and the l2-lead ECG electroder; (U) ttt" head model with
the international 1G-20 EEG electrode svstem.
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measurement configurations sensitive in the heart, blood, and lung tissues were selected

for clinical test measurements for comparison with the theoretical expectations. For the

10-20 BI configurations, those with the highest sensitivity to the CSF were included in
additional simuiations, with20Vo decreased conductivity for the CSF.

RESULTS

Sensitivity Distributions of Conventional ICGs

The lead field analysis indicated that none of the conventional ICG sefups was specifi-

cally sensitive to detect conductivity changes in the region of the blood masses, heart mus-

cle, or lungs. More than 507o of the measurement sensitivity was concentrated in the

skeletal muscle, which also occupied the largest volume in the model. The lungs contrib-

uted more than all the heart and blood masses together. The total contribution from the

ventricles, aortas, carotid artery, and jugular vein was less than 5Vo in each case. The sen-

sitivity distributions obtained clearly emphasized the multiregional sampling sensitivity

and information content of the measured impedance signal. Conventional ICG techniques

provide a single waveform in which regional information on impedance changes associ-

ated with the function ofthe heart is not clearly retrieved. The relative proportion ofbasal
impedance caused by all the blood masses, heart muscle, and lungs was approximately

l5%o in simulated conventional ICGs.

Sensitivity Distributions of ICGs Using l2-Lead ECG
Electrode Locations

The results obtained with the lead fields of the 12-lead ECG electrode system showed

that the selection of electrode configuration has a significant effect on the established mea-

surement sensitivity. Simulated electrode configurations indicated markedly different sen-

sitivity distributions as compared to the conventional ICGs. Sensitivity to cardiovascular

structures with certain configurations was increased tenfold. Since the sensitivity field
may also exhibit negative values, the contribution from, for example, skeletal muscle was

reduced to less than 5Vo with some configurations. Nevertheless, the general trend observ-

able in regional configurations suggested that it is not possible to separate definitively the

contribution from any single organ or blood mass from the measurement using the config-

urations obtained with the l2-lead electrode system selected. It is especially difficult to

obtain configurations selective between the left and right side ofthe heart.

Clinical test measurements revealed the richness of the signal patterns of regional

impedance recordings. Clinical recordings also showed significantly differing waveforms

between the selected configurations. As predicted by computer simulations, some configu-

rations showed almost no changes in signal tracing due to ventilation, while other configu-

rations with high sensitivity to the lung region were especially sensitive to breathing.

Frcunr 2 shows an example of a regional BI recording sensitive to the blood masses and

cardiac tissue. This waveform bears a resemblance to the aortic blood pressure and flow
curves shown in the same figure.
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Textbook reference: l2-Lead-based ICG:

FIGURE 2. Cardiac-sensitive impedance measurement recorded with a configuration using the
electrode locations of the l2lead ECG. Aortic measurements on the left are taken from a tex6ook
for reference.

sensitivity of 10-20 Derived Measurements in Recording csF Impedance changes

The key point was to observe whether such BI measurement configurations existed that
could monitor the CSF impedance changes noninvasively from the surface of the scalp
with sufficient sensitivity. The average absolute contribution to the measured impedance
from the cSF was 4.2vo,with a standard deviation of 5.2vo among allthe97,273 com_
bined and analyzed electrode configurations. The proportional contribution from the CSF
with the most selective configuration was as much as 69Vo, which in theory provides suffi-
ciently high selectivity for successful measurement. The contribution from the skull was
15-1Vo; from the brain (gray and white matter together), itwas l2.9To with the same con-
figuration. with a single measurement, it is impossible to conclude which tissue or tissues
cause the change in measured impedance. The reliability of CSF impedance measurement
may be improved by making multiple measurements using, for example, configurations
expressing negative sensitivity to the brain, while keeping positive sensitivity to CSF
impedance changes. combining several measurements with known properties may pro_
vide reliable data for determining whether the impedance of the CSF is actually cnanging.
According to the simulations, several such configurations are derivable using the 10-20
EEG electrode system. Simulations wirh 20Vo decreased conductivity of the CSF produced
expected changes in the simulated impedance, following the proportional sensitivity val-
ues obtained with the analyzing algorithm within a few percent variation.

DISCUSSION

While BI techniques have been proposed for a variety of purposes, the theoretical bases
for the procedure have seldom been satisfactorily establistred. itre potential of a BI mea-
surement to detect conductivity changes in the volume conductor has previously been
investigated with computer modeling by changing the conductivity values of the con-
structed model and then calculating the subsequent difference in the resulting basal imped-
ance. With this procedure, the capacity of a lead setup to detect the total conductivity
changes generated in specihc regions (where conductivity is altered) can be calculated. To
obtain a wider view in the measurement, the total system should be carefully investigated,
each tissue type and organ at a time. This requires a large amount of computing timi and
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work. Even so, the distribution of measurement sensitivity remains unknown, and a spe-

cial limitation is that one cannot decide what quantitative changes in conductivities are

brought about in the volume conductor as a result of, for example, cardiac function. The

lead field theoretical approach has been proved to provide a more useful and powerful
means of analyzing and developing BI measurements. it yields direct evidence regarding

the ability of a measurement configuration to monitor impedance changes occurring in
various regions of the modeled system; that is, it provides the sensitivity of the measure-

ment in all modeled tissues with a single simulation.
The data obtained here suggested that conventional ICG conf,rgurations do not deliver

selective information related to any part of the cardiovascular structure. Using the lead

fields of l2-lead ECG offers better possibilities in forming measurement configurations
with more localized sensitivity properties, implying a potential for providing additional
information on physiological factors related to cardiac function. The ratio of signals from
desired sources to undesired ones with selected l2-lead configurations should be higher as

the measured signal contains more information from the appropriate area, and not from the

whole volume between the leads as in conventional ICGs. Clinical experiments with the

l2lead configurations confirmed more regional information content; the configurations
selected produced the waveforms intimately related to cardiovascular function. However,

the differences in signal waveforms between the individuals subjected to clinical tests

were significant and probably largely affected by differences in body shape, size, and car-

diovascular function. The limitations of the existing standard BI instrumentation introduce
further variations in l2lead measurements, especially when the sensitivity field is
obtained using several electrode locations simultaneously. If the skin-electrode contacts

are not electrically identical, they function as unbalanced current or voltage dividers
directing the lead frelds differently from what was intended. The same problem is present

in all BI measurements utilizing multielectrode terminals. Several simultaneous BI mea-

surements should be made with known recording properties to obtain enough independent

information for a reliable estimation of the cardiac condition.

As another example of lead field analysis, the methods were used to determine the sen-

sitivity of 10-20 EEG electrode system-based BI measurements in detecting regional con-
ductivity changes occurring in the CSF. Numerical experiments indicated that it should be

possible to estimate changes in CSF impedance noninvasively. Several BI combinations
based on the 10-20 EEG electrode system provided more than 507o sensitivity to measure

the CSF. This result implies a possibility of noninvasive BI measurement to detect oncom-
ing seizures, but again the existing bioimpedance instrumentation needs further develop-

ment to accommodate the developed electrode configurations utilizing several electrode

locations for each terminal of the measurement device. It should also be noted that the idea

of detecting impending seizure activity by BI relies on one major assumption: the conduc-

tivity of CSF changes due to an oncoming seizure. Thus, clinical relevance and potential

remain to be established.

Computer modeling based on accurate anatomical data and the lead field theoretical
simulation and analyzing approach can provide an alternative and promising means of
analyzing and developing various BI measurements. The method improves the under-

standing of the relationships between changes in the body and the BI signals measured,

providing a theoretical basis for the development of multiple, more reliable BI measure-

ments.
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